3rd e-Module 2021

CATARACT AND INTRAOCULAR REFRACTIVE SURGERY E-MODULE

on eLos ESASO e-learning platform
10 – 12 May 2021

Day 1: 10 MAY

15:30 -17:00 CEST
Moderator: Vincenzo Maurino, UK

INDIVIDUALIZING THE SELECTION OF IOL’S IN CATARACT SURGERY
Mohamed Wassfi, UAE
30” Live lecture

CATARACT SURGERY AFTER REFRACTIVE SURGERY: BIOMETRICS LIMITATIONS
Yury Takhtaev, Russia
30” Live lecture

LIVE PANEL DISCUSSION + Q&A SESSION
Mohamed Wassfi, UAE - Yury Takhtaev, Russia
30” Live session
Day 2: 11 MAY

15:30 -17:00 CEST
Moderator:
Francesco Aiello, Italy

ISSUES WITH CAPSULORHESIS AND HYDRODISSECTION/ HYDRODELINEATION: CONCEPT AND TECHNIQUE
Bekir Aslan, Turkey
30” Live lecture

CATARACT EXTRACTION: CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUE
Kunal A. Gadhvi, UK
30” Live lecture

LIVE PANEL DISCUSSION + Q&A SESSION
Bekir Aslan, Turkey - Kunal A. Gadhvi, UK
30” Live session

Day 3: 12 MAY

15:30 -17:00 CEST
Moderator:
Vito Romano, UK

MANAGEMENT OF POSTERIOR CAPSULE RUPTURE
George Blatsios, Austria
30” Live lecture

SECONDARY LENS IMPLANT
Johnny Moore, Ireland
30” Live lecture

LIVE PANEL DISCUSSION + Q&A SESSION
George Blatsios, Austria - Johnny Moore, Ireland
30” Live session

An application has been made to EACCME® for CME accreditation of this event.